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Hey ,  Bud

Let’s not talk the way we learned
or think in old orbits.

Don’t want to wind up in the house of
worn synapses

or embroiled in t.v. dark matters

(—dark matters, but not as much as
summersaulting in the lungs of a star).

We’re both a little sensitive to what’s
just around the corner. Tell me about 
how that feels to you.

And what it’s like to be a strengthening tree,
new eyes for  the stained glass world. 

 Kid, let’s have the penultimate human conversation.
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Not just pens, though. Let’s build it out of fl ashlights, juxtapose insights, 
and not cave in to fear.  

*

Clean  
is how we’ll make it to the end
and maybe hear (half-hear?) 
night’s urgent instant message:

every time you blink what you don’t see 
is you. 

*

Last night I walked out the back door to listen 
� om the hill
to the strings of my billion cells 
—shivery electric shape like shi� ed silver.
I saw what I heard
� om huge inner space. I sensed 
the revolution of time present and, man, 
I wished you were there.

Maybe you were.
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*

Okay, so here’s what I want:
what I want for her, what I want for them, what I want for you: 

…well, wait. Give me another life to fi nd a word for it.

I’m (always) thinking there’s more. Music more. Lover more. God more.
Ways to wash the wayward world with words more.

*

Meantime,

tell me what you see. 
Where’s your fl ashlight pointed, kiddo?

You got a body of thought so lit for brilliance 
you’d have to reinvent yourself out of bloodlove 
to fi gure it out.  
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Auro ra I r i s

I wake up shivering 
no—vibrating

my atoms bumblebee
and hip hop around like kernels like drops of water on a skillet

let’s have the penultimate human constellation.

hey Pops hey Pops,

I think that I am squeezed through a tunnel or something 
because when I peek around the corner
I feel it in the roots of my teeth

what is it about right now right now that borealises?
(aurora iris pouring eyelids soaring highness and other rhymewords)

you’ve seen so many more pinecones than I have 
I wish I could scuba into cerebellum
to fi gure even one answer to these hornet questions

wordless lessons sword confessions—“explode your best, sun”


